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Evaluation Summary Form 
Attendance: 142 

 
 

 
CONSTRUCTION SITE STORMWATER INSPECTOR WORKSHOP 

 
 
Cupertino, CA                Wednesday, May 6, 2015 

 
 

MORNING SESSION   87 Evaluations (61% of attendees) 
 

1. Stormwater Regulatory Landscape at Construction Sites – Given by Peter Schultze-
Allen, SCVURPPP Program Staff 

Very Useful 55  Somewhat Useful 26  Not useful        2 

Comments: 

 Fairly basic. 
 It’s a good idea to give some background info. Like you did. 
 Thank you Peter. Good clear topic presented. 
 No update on changes to MRP 2.0. 
 Already aware of information/regulatory process. 
 Good overview of C.6. 
 Good refresher of C.6 section of permit. 
 Make sure all acronyms are spelled out, ran through too fast. Too general. 
 Helps to understand regulations and requirements and changes to them. 
 Missed this presentation. 
 Good level of detail. 

 

2. Inspection Construction Site BMPs - Given by Kristin Kerr, SCVURPPP Program Staff 

Very Useful 76  Somewhat Useful 9  Not useful 

Comments: 

 Videos were helpful and entertaining. 
 Good practical info. 
 Videos were/are a great presentation tool 
 Use of San Diego’s videos were awesome! 
 The inclusion of videos was very helpful and a good visual tool. 
 Like inclusion of video. 
 Excellent back to basics presented in straight forward manner. Very appreciated! 
 Videos & visuals were great. 
 Good overview and videos. 
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 Good videos. 
 Good videos on installation of BMPs. 
 Love the videos. 
 Excellent video, except noisy background music. 
 Good instructive video illustrations 
 Video helped depict and explain topic. 
 Excellent! 
 Enjoyed the videos! 
 Good for new inspectors and reminder for old ones. 
 Good video presentation. 
 Videos were great. 
 Very useful. Good info on what to use and how to install. 
 Show examples of incorrectly done. 
 It was useful to approach different scenarios that would benefit from a more educational 

or outreach standpoint. 
 Videos are a good addition. 

 

3. Group Exercise – Facilitator, SCVURPPP Program Staff  

Very Useful 58  Somewhat Useful 22  Not useful  

 Comments: 

 Great examples. 
 Very helpful to be able to walk through a different scenario and gain insight. 
 Excellent participation. 
 Very good videos and handout. 
 Good examples. Would like to know what penalties of fines were assessed to violators. 
 Should give examples of findings and enforcement action or remedial actions then ask for 

volunteers to add more information or present different opinions & differences in ERP. 
 Engaging and informative. 
 Good to talk through enforcement protocol/how to respond/what to observe. 
 Interesting to hear others opinions and ideas. 
 Great examples. 
 Enjoyed the group interaction and see how others would handle the situation. 
 Good discussions. 
 Good to see before and after pictures. 
 It’s always good to practice what you’re learning. 
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4. Vendors  

Very Useful 38  Somewhat Useful 30  Not useful        6 

Comments: 

 Invite more. 
 Cool product. 
 Nice to see new products but in field demonstrations would be better. 
 Need more vendors to attend. 
 I’m not in charge of buying materials. 
 Who they are and what they sell should be announced. 

 
5. Did this training meet your expectations?       Yes: 77 No:  1 
 
6. What parts of the training were most useful to you? 
 

 Use of BMPs. 
 Group exercises. 
 Exercise part. 
 Video. 
 All videos were good. 
 Scenarios were good. 
 Practical exercise. 
 I liked the videos. The rockin music in the San Diego was hilarious! 
 Watch videos and seeing pictures of sites and identifying BMPs. 
 Scenarios. 
 Erosion and sediment control BMPs. 
 Group exercise was a good activity to brainstorm and gather great solutions. 
 Pictures and videos and commentary on them. 
 The videos and the group exercise. 
 BMP. 
 Use of video to explain BMP application. 
 Permit updates/changes. 
 BMP videos. 
 Exercises/examples/discussions. 
 The example trainings/discussions were most useful. Until developers start feeling the 

pain of fines, these situations will continue to happen. 
 Inspecting case site lecture. 
 All. 
 BMP presentation. 
 Overview of C.6 and case studies. 
 Explanation of BMP placements. 
 Videos with plenty of examples and easy to understand. 
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 Good exercise. 
 Examples, videos, group exercises. 
 The speakers have lots of knowledge. 
 Pictures. 
 Using picture of before and after were very useful. Doing a group activity brought up 

excellent ideas. 
 Group exercises and discussion is always illuminating. 
 All. Especially video and exercise. 
 Using actual sites as examples and talking about them. 
 The opening speaker over the differences between MRP and GCP were helpful. Case 

studies also good, with audience participation (informal). 
 Examples/photos. 
 The videos and group exercises that showed field conditions that pertain most to my use. 
 The group exercise. 
 The verbal and overall coverage. 
 Before and after pictures. Unfortunately this particular photo didn’t show enough 

improvement.  
 Group exercises. 
 Inspecting construction sites. 
 Video/visual example of group exercise. 
 Group exercise and BMP videos. 
 The presentations and group exercises. The videos were great! 
 Practical application. 
 Inspection site BMPs, examples of what to do and how to install. 
 Going over the BMPs and seeing the videos. 
 Pictures and videos showing different BMPs on Stormwater Control, including 

installation of each. Very informative. 
 Group exercises. 
 Videos. 
 All parts. 
 PowerPoint Examples. 
 I like seeing photos of sites with the correct and working erosion and sediment control 

measures. I also like to see how it will FAIL. 
 Permit provisions. C.3. and C.6. 
 Handout/Discussion. 

 
7. What would have made this training more useful? 
 

 First 10 minutes should have been on general overview with greater detail. 
 Highlighting local regulations that pertain to the most frequently/commonly observed 

issues/violations. 
 Lobster and cocktails. 
 The information was very basic. Anyone that has been in the industry for a while 

knows what was presented. 
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 Discuss wildlife friendly erosion control products. 
 More video and group exercise. 
 It’s unfortunate that we can’t get access to a site with BMPs since it would be good to 

see actual installations. 
 More time. 
 Provided answers to group exercises. 
 Cover changes to regulation, NPDES permit, or MRP. 
 Nothing. It was great. 
 Talk about efforts staff can make for violations, standards for inspection and “Human 

material” uneducated subcontractor that do not follow rules, lack of materials, inlet 
control, lack of staff to conduct regular inspection. 

 Factsheets. 
 It’s all good to me now. 
 More pictures. 
 Maybe discussing the crossover between the Const. Gen. Permit and MRP and how to 

utilize both to inspector’s advantage. 
 More photos. 
 Site visit to an actual site with SWPPP in place. 
 Nothing. 
 On hands installation. 
 More emphasis on inspection at or in the right of ways. 
 Better video. 
 Show where the inspection section is in MRP, not clear if it falls under C.6.h. 
 Have examples that would be incorrect and then corrected, or have similar situations 

and issues, and the right and wrong way to implementing BMPs. 
 Greater back and forth of audience during presentations. 
 Hands on Mat Install. 
 Inspector checklist for field use. 
 N/A 
 More examples of how to treat water in the roadways. I did like the drop in devices in 

the CB’s. 
 
8. What topics would you recommend for a future training? 

 
 Case studies were great. 
 General overview of requirements. C.3 and MRP should be covered at the beginning 

of the workshop. Lots of attendees are new to the subject and would have benefited 
from the general overviews. 

 This was great because I have never been involved in this type of inspection. 
 Flat sizes. 
 Perhaps discussions about enforcement actions taken against municipalities to 

reinforce the importance of inspection enforcement action, and corrective measures. 
 Wildlife friendly erosion control. 
 A planning perspective in the morning, public works in the afternoon. 
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 Using ERP to get compliance. 
 More landscape designed drainage areas such as bioswales. 
 Field training. 
 All recommended. 
 Preparing SWPPP and Plans. 
 Training from contractors regarding grading large phasing issues. 
 Real time violation pics. 
 Filling out inspection forms. Hands on start to finish. Reinspection (using photos). 
 More on drought tolerant planting. 
 Filling out annual report and SWPPP training. 
 In field workshop. 
 Enforcement issues (How to better bring sites into compliance). 
 Correction timelines were not covered. 
 BBQ Lunch. 
 On-site inspection. Actual construction site. 
 More coverage on the difference between new LUP’s or existing LUP’s. More 

suggestions on how to protect catch basins on LUP projects for existing roadways. 
 

9. General Comments?  
 

 Great presentations and videos. 
 Very good! 
 Videos and pictures are useful and helpful. 
 Thanks good training! 
 Overall good training. 
 Background music on video is really annoying and distracting, not necessary. Noise 

pollution. 
 Have inspectors speak to all class. 
 Parking was limited and the space in conference room was very tight. I arrived late 

and got a very uncomfortable seat (position). 
 Speakers did a great job. 
 Great visuals. 
 Good training – kept me awake! 
 Interesting workshop compared to previous ones. 
 Great workshop, thank you! 
 Thanks again! 
 Very good and informative. Helpful to my job. Enjoy it every year. 
 Very helpful, thank you! 
 Very informative workshops. Good exercises. 
 Good class. 
 Most BMPs are repeated from previous trainings. Should consider separating training 

to beginners/intermediate/experienced training. Keep group discussion short. 
 Half-day is a good timeframe. Good variety across training approaches. 
 Thanks. Good job guys!! 
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 Chairs are so uncomfortable! 
 Good presentation. 
 Good presentation overall. Thanks for the food and drinks before the presentations, 

and lunch. 
 All very good! 
 Good class! 

 


